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Abstract. Mathematical expressions for the analytical duty cycle associated with
different overtones in overtone mobility spectrometry are derived from the widths
of the transmitted packets of ions under different instrumental operating
conditions. Support for these derivations is provided through ion trajectory
simulations. The outcome of the theory and simulations indicates that under all
operating conditions there exists a limit or maximum observable overtone that will
result in ion transmission. Implications of these findings on experimental design
are discussed.
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Introduction

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) coupled with mass
spectrometry (MS) provides a powerful means of analyz-

ing complex samples such as those encountered in proteo-
mics [1, 2], glycomics [3, 4], and petroleomics [5, 6] studies.
Of particular interest is the ability to select ions based on
their shapes (or mobilities) and use this information to
complement structural information derived from MS experi-
ments [7, 8]. While traditional IMS has enjoyed a resurgence
in popularity, limitations in achieving very high resolving
powers spawned the development of a range of related
techniques, such as traveling wave ion mobility spectrome-
try (TWIMS) [9–12], differential mobility analysis (DMA)
[13–15], field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrom-
etry (FAIMS) [16–19], and overtone mobility spectrometry
(OMS) [20–24]. The latter three methods act as selective
filters for desired ions and are capable of very high resolving
powers [19, 22] whereas the former is more analogous to
conventional IMS in that ions are temporally dispersed.
OMS shows limited similarity to TWIMS with both using a
pulsed sequence of applied potentials, each of which repeats
in space along the length of the drift tube. As opposed to
TWIMS, in OMS certain ions are eliminated instead of
separated by the wave, leading to a change in the overall

mechanism of separation reflected in the resolving power
equation. Effectively, this process reduces the ability of ions
that have either diffused away or are mobility mismatched to
diffuse back towards the center of a mobility-matched ion
swarm [20, 21]. The preferential elimination of ions whose
mobility does not match the field application frequency
results in a very different technique with an increased potential
for garnering high resolving power compared with traditional
IMS [20, 21] and TWIMS. As related to TWIMS in the use of
alternating fields, OMS may also provide a greater understand-
ing of the former technique. For example, an increased
understanding of mobility matching requirements may aid
TWIMS experimental design particularly for the separation of
high mobility species, as often such ions are observed to travel
at the wave velocity. Finally, it is noted that OMS is
distinguished from TWIMS in that a true collision cross
section can be determined from OMS measurements, whereas
the TWIMS approach requires a calibration method.

One interesting aspect of OMS is that the technique can
be used to transmit ions having specific mobilities (and these
mobilities can be compared directly to theory as a means of
determining structure, as in traditional IMS). The use of an
entrance and exit gate in IMS in a scanning mode yields the
limiting case of OMS—one segment—and the use of
multiple segments to improve resolving power scaling has
been discussed previously [20, 21]. The observation that
ions can be transmitted at multiples of the fundamental
frequency (i.e., in overtone regions of the spectrum) presents
opportunities to explore transitions between structures in a
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new way [22]. Experimentally it is observed that beyond a
certain overtone no additional ions are transmitted [20–24].
It is of interest to understand the origin of this limit. In this
paper, we present mathematical expressions for the analyt-
ical duty cycle associated with different overtones for a
range of possible experimental conditions. This theoretical
treatment is supported by detailed ion trajectory simulations.
The outcome is an understanding of the maximum overtone
that can still transmit ions for a given experiment.

In the treatment presented below, we assume an OMS
configuration based on a series of Tyndall gates [25]
although this is not required. A uniform spacing between
gates along with a uniform electric field yields a direct
correspondence between the mobility of the selected ions
and the drift field application frequency, which is the
frequency of application of a defined number of different
fields, ϕ [20, 21]. Overtones appear where ions traverse a
single segment in the same time, but at a field application
frequency that is some multiple of the fundamental frequen-
cy, m, known as the OMS frequency coefficient. These
overtones have the same peak width as the fundamental
frequency but with higher frequencies and, thus, a higher
resolving power [20]. For higher numbers of phases (ϕ92),
there also exist higher order overtone series with different
bandwidths, which can exist at non-integer multiples of the
fundamental frequency [23].

Experimental Simulations
For background, it is helpful to understand theoretical and
experimental issues that are associated with IMS, as have
been described previously [26–36]. Simulations of ion
motion through a gas were performed using a program
written in house that is similar to others [21–23, 37–39] with
differences noted below. Briefly, electric fields were
calculated using SIMION 8.0 [40] and those fields were
used as inputs for the simulation program. The simulations
were performed by moving all ions simultaneously through
the applied field. Ion motion for each time step was
determined from the sum of the electric field-directed
motion and the Brownian motion obtained from a Gaussian
distribution with the standard deviation of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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in each
dimension, where D is the diffusion coefficient and t is the
time step, as described by Mason and McDaniel [26]. The
locations of grids where ions could potentially be eliminated
were read into the program independently. As fields
alternated, the possibility of a grid acting to neutralize ions
as an elimination region was determined by whether each
grid contained a local potential minimum. A detector was
placed at the end of the drift tube and any ion that entered
the detector was neutralized and added to the count of signal.
A separate simulation was run for each field application
time, the time for which a field was applied before
transitioning to the next applied field (OMS phase). The
frequency was scanned by running simulations at a range of
field application times.

For all of the simulations performed below, a schematic
representing the instrument geometry is presented in Figure 1
along with the applied electric potentials for the two-phase
simulations. Four-phase simulations similarly cycle through
four sets of applied potentials, each of which spatially repeats
every four segments. Simulations used a transmission region
length (lt) of 5.38 cm, an elimination region length (le) of
0.50 cm, n (number of segments) of 24, and an 8 V/cm field.
Ions of the Substance P peptide with a +2 charge and a reduced
mobility of 3.41 cm2V−1s−1 [41] were simulated at a pressure
of 2.25 Torr and a temperature of 298 K.

For two-phase simulations, the field application time was
scanned across peaks in increments to obtain several data
points across the peak. All inputs to the program are in field
application times and all conversions to frequency are
performed after simulations are completed. For all simulations,
the field application time was scanned in order to find the
maximum signal in a peak across ranges for various peaks.
Values of field application time for two phase simulations were
scanned (all values in μs) from 51.00 to 53.00 and from 66.00
to 68.00 in increments of 0.02, from 91.6 to 96.0 in increments
of 0.1, 150.0 to 161.0 in increments of 0.2, and from 370.0 to
570.0 in increments of 2.0. Simulations were done with
100,000 ions and a time step of 0.1 μs for all OMS phase
lengths above 90 μs and 1,000,000 ions and a time step of
0.01 μs for all OMS phase lengths below 90 μs.

For the four-phase simulations, the field application time
(all values in μs) was scanned from 10.0 to 70.0 in
increments of 0.1, 70.0 to 100.0 in increments of 0.2,
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Figure 1. (a) Instrument schematic of the 141 cm drift tube
used in simulations performed throughout this work. Lenses
and grids in black. Lenses that do not break across the axis
of the instrument (horizontal line bisecting the lenses) are
modeled as 100 % transmittance grids. (b) Enlarged sche-
matic of one-third of drift tube (47 cm) along with
corresponding applied potentials. Solid and dashed lines
represent two phases of applied potentials for ϕ02. Phases
are alternated during simulation at times corresponding to
the drift field application frequency
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100.0 to 370.0 in increments of 0.5, and 370.0 to 570.0 in
increments of 1.0. All simulations were performed with
100,000 ions and a time step of 0.1 μs.

To ensure that an entire set of repeating segments was
filled, starting positions of ions were equally spaced across
the first two segments for two-phase simulations and across
the first four segments for four-phase simulations, leading to
1000 unique ion positions for two-phase simulations and
2000 unique ion positions for four-phase simulations.

Results and Discussion
Stable Region Length

In OMS, a beam of ions transmits down the potential
gradient of a drift tube and portions of this beam are
eliminated when elimination regions become active. This
results in packets of ions that traverse the drift tube and are
eventually detected spaced between void regions that do not
contain to-be-detected ions. We define the transmitting
packet as a contiguous collection of ions from which
currently transmitting ions would continue to transmit if
the dispersive effect of diffusion was ignored. We then
define the stable region as the region occupied by the
transmitting packet at a phase change. For two-phase OMS,
the stable region length (lstable) can be seen as the segment
length (lt + le) divided by the OMS frequency coefficient, m,
if the effect of length of the elimination region on the loss of
ions is ignored. As shown by the schematic in Figure 2 and
observed in the simulation snapshot provided in Figure 2,
the size of the elimination region subtracts from the segment
length divided by the OMS frequency coefficient, resulting
in Equation (1). This can be understood to be equivalent to
that described by and results directly in the expression
derived to describe OMS resolving power when the
dispersive effect of diffusion is not included [21].

lstable ¼ lt þ leð Þ
m

� le ð1Þ

To extend this expression to higher numbers of
phases, we examine the stable regions for higher
numbers of phases and higher order overtone series.
Analysis of the patterns we observe from Table 1 for the
primary overtone series yields the realization that the
length of the stable region unaffected by the elimination
length is (ϕ−1) divisions followed by one division
affected by the elimination region, where each division
is sized such that ϕ divisions repeat m times in ϕ
segments. Thus, for the primary overtone series of higher
phases, as the elimination region increases in size, the
stable region length can be separated into two terms. The
first of these is the length of ϕ segments minus those
portions of the beam that are prohibited from transmit-
ting (seen as void regions between transmitting packets),
all divided by m. The second of these is the loss of ions
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic demonstrating the loss of a portion
of the transmitting packet equivalent to the length of the
elimination region for a two-phase system with m03. Gray
blocks represent transmitting ions with white space repre-
senting locations with no ions. A and B along the left of each
line represent the phase starting when ions are at the location
indicated. Dark black lines border active elimination regions,
light gray lines aid the reader in equal distance (one-fifth of lt
and equal to the length le) steps through segments of the
instrument. Ions enter from the left and travel one-third of the
segment length for each phase. (b) Potentials as applied to
the corresponding simulation, vertically lined up to indicate
where ions are eliminated. Solid is phase A, dashed is phase
B. (c) Snapshot of current ion location at 936 μs for a
simulation with a 156 μs field application time. Transmitting
packet ions are black squares and other currently surviving
ions that will be eliminated before reaching the detector are
gray squares. The gray squares on the left of the middle of
three packets are ions that have diffused out from the
previously defined transmitting packet and are about to be
eliminated in the elimination region in the middle of the figure.
In the microseconds leading up to this snapshot, a similar set
of ions that was on the right side of the right-most packet
was eliminated as it encountered the elimination region on
the far right of the figure
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that are in the appropriate division but lost in the
elimination region. The first term can be broken up
upon the observation that one division of the beam is
prohibited from transmitting for every (ϕ−1) divisions
that are allowed to transmit, for a total of ϕ repeating
divisions within a beam. This results in Equation (2) for
the description of the length of the stable region.

lstable ¼ f lt þ leð Þ � lt þ leð Þ
m

� le

¼ f� 1ð Þ lt þ le
m

� le ð2Þ

Extension to Higher Order Overtone Series

Equation (2) can be extended to higher order overtone
series using the same argument. The overtone series
index, k, describes to which higher order overtone series
a peak belongs [23]. As described in the Supplemental
Information, the number of divisions of the beam that
are prohibited from transmitting are (ϕ−k), with k
divisions still transmitting. The Supplemental Information
also provides the pattern that there are m (ϕ−k)

divisions within a segment, resulting in Equation (3)
for lstable including the effect of overtone series.

lstable ¼ f lt þ leð Þ � f� kð Þ lt þ leð Þ
m f� kð Þ � le

¼ k
lt þ le

m f� kð Þ � le ð3Þ

Duty Cycle

From Equation (3), the stable region length of an individual
packet decreases as the overtone increases. From the patterns
seen in the Supplemental Information, we infer that the
number of repeating packets within ϕ segments (a distance
of ϕ [lt + le]) is m (ϕ−k), which yields the duty cycle
described in Equation (4).

Duty Cycle ¼ k lt þ leð Þ � m f� kð Þle
f lt þ leð Þ ð4Þ

We define the duty cycle as the portion of the beam that
overlaps transmitting packets when the mobility of the ions
is perfectly matched to the field application frequency. Thus,
the duty cycle is the maximum fractional peak height for a
given set of conditions. We define the transmission
efficiency as the portion of ions that transmit the drift tube,
the actual peak height as a fraction of the ions entering the
instrument. To go from duty cycle to transmission efficien-
cy, the loss of ions due to diffusion must be considered.
Typical these losses are due to axial diffusion and as such
we will limit our discussion here to this phenomenon. As the
packet size (effectively lstable) decreases, it is more likely that
a higher percentage of ions (particularly those near the center
of the packet) will diffuse outside the stable packet length
and be eliminated. We plot the transmission efficiency from
the duty cycle with no diffusional losses as a function of
overtone in Figure 3 and compare with simulated data.
Simulations show a steeper drop off in signal compared with
duty cycle equation, due to the aforementioned axial
diffusion.

It is instructive to consider the duty cycle of IMS
experiments as a comparison. In traditional IMS, the duty
cycle is equal to the size of the packet (in time) divided by
the time between injections. Conventional IMS and TWIMS
have duty cycles of approximately 1 % [42]. In contrast,
DMA and FAIMS instruments operate at steady state or
effective steady state, respectively and, thus, have approx-
imately 100 % duty cycle. The reader is reminded that in this
work, duty cycle refers to the transmission of matched
mobility ions and does not include any scan done for
separation. In contrast to scanning techniques such as DMA,
FAIMS, and OMS, the transmission efficiency of dispersive
techniques, such as IMS and TWIMS, is typically above the

Table 1. Summary of Packet Characteristics As Derived From Schematics,
Examples of Which Are Shown In The Supplemental Information

ϕ k q m lstable
a Length

unoccupiedb
Duty cycle

4 1 1 2.33 1/7 3/7 1/4
4 1 2 3.67 1/11 3/11 1/4
4 1 4 6.33 1/19 3/19 1/4
4 1 5 7.67 1/23 3/23 1/4
4 2 1 3 2/6 2/6 2/4
4 2 3 7 2/14 2/14 2/4
4 2 5 11 2/22 2/22 2/4
4 3 0 1 3/1 1/1 3/4
4 3 1 5 3/5 1/5 3/4
4 3 2 9 3/9 1/9 3/4
4 3 3 13 3/13 1/13 3/4
6 1 1 2.2 1/11 5/11 1/6
6 1 2 3.4 1/17 5/17 1/6
6 1 3 4.6 1/23 5/23 1/6
6 2 1 2.5 2/10 4/10 2/6
6 2 3 5.5 2/22 4/22 2/6
6 2 5 8.5 2/34 4/17 2/6
6 3 1 3 3/9 3/9 3/6
6 3 2 5 3/15 3/15 3/6
6 3 4 9 3/27 3/27 3/6
6 4 1 4 4/8 2/8 4/6
6 4 3 10 4/20 2/20 4/6
6 4 5 16 4/32 2/32 4/6
6 5 0 1 5/1 1/1 5/6
6 5 1 7 5/7 1/7 5/6
6 5 2 13 5/13 1/13 5/6

aLength of packet as a fraction of segment length
bLength unoccupied is the length between packets as a fraction of segment
length
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duty cycle. This relative increase in transmission efficiency
is due to the development of ions traps before the drift tube
and radial focusing at the end of the drift tube [10, 11].
Current work in our lab involves similar improvement of the
transmission efficiency of OMS devices.

Maximum Overtone

Of note in the Figure 3 plots of duty cycle is the linear
approach towards zero. From this it is obvious there must be
a maximum overtone. The maximum OMS frequency
coefficient is given in Equation (5), where allowable over-
tones are those corresponding to m with lstable90 and mmax

corresponding to a transmitting packet size of zero.
Observable overtones are those with mGmmax. We observed
no signal even at overtones slightly below the maximum due
to the small size of the transmitting packet; however, this
boundary is not so firm as to preclude ions transmitting at
particularly high ion counts, it just requires that they will
have a distinct pattern of motion with different distances
traveled in each phase.

mmax ¼ k lt þ leð Þ
le

ð5Þ

To better understand the maximum overtone it is
informative to consider what happens to the packet size as
it approaches and reaches this limit. Since each phase
applied corresponds to an OMS frequency coefficient and
each OMS frequency coefficient corresponds to a fractional
distance through a segment, when m becomes large enough
the distance moved is small enough that the packet does not
even traverse the elimination region in few enough steps to
avoid being eliminated by the appropriate applied phase. To
relate this to the mathematical terms: for the primary series

(k0ϕ−1) of overtones, the maximum overtone is where the
segment length (lt+le) divided by the OMS frequency
coefficient (m) has become as small or smaller than the
length of the elimination region divided by the number of
phases minus one (ϕ−1). A similar result can be seen for the
higher order overtone series.

Comparison to Previous Experimental Results

Lee et al. [22] observed OMS frequency coefficients up to
the 37 for the primary overtone series (k03) of a four-phase
system with lt05.6 cm and le00.24 cm corresponding to an
mmax of 73. With the same geometry, as used by Valentine et
al. [21] for raffinose, for ϕ02, 3, 4, 5, and 6, the maximum
observed OMS frequency coefficient was 5, 7, 13, 16, and
19 whereas the maximum calculated OMS frequency
coefficient is 24, 49, 73, 97, and 122. This discrepancy is
expected because the previously described axial diffusion of
mobility matched ions out of the transmitting packet
increases as the packet decreases. This is in agreement with
Figure 4 where increases in m and, therefore, decreases in
lstable, result in the ratio of transmission efficiency to the
duty cycle to decrease. We expect to observe disparate
numbers for maximum observed overtone and maximum
calculated overtone in the original geometry because of the
very high maximum overtone in this geometry; however,
other geometries with longer elimination regions relative to
the transmission region are likely to exhibit closer agreement
between these maxima. In contrast, we observe that the
circular instrument, an OMS-like device with an elimination
region of approximately 30 cm and a transmission region of
approximately 15 cm shows no overtones due to an mmax of
1.33 [43, 44]. In addition, all previous experimental results
have shown decreasing signal as the overtone increases, as
expected from the duty cycle shown in Equation (4) [20–24].
For simulations performed in this study we observe signal
for all OMS frequency coefficients up to the 7th overtone for
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Figure 3. Duty cycle from Equation (4) and percent trans-
mission from simulations as a function of overtone for the
primary overtone series (k0ϕ−1) for two- and four-phase
OMS; mmax for this instrument according to Equation (5) is
11.8 for a two-phase system and 35.3 for a four-phase
system
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two-phase OMS, when mmax is 11.8, and we observe signal
for all m up to the 21st with an mmax of 35.3.

Implications for Instrument Design

While not sufficient on their own, the derived equations are
useful in understanding how to design new OMS instru-
mentation. In particular, the duty cycle and maximum
overtone can be combined with previous equations for
resolving power to provide insight into design constraints.
Ignoring diffusion, the resolving power is proportional to the
overtone OMS frequency coefficient times the number of
segments and, thus, maximizing the observed overtone
should maximize the resolving power for a given number
of segments. If the number of segments and total instrument
length are held constant, the length of the elimination region
should be decreased to increase the maximum overtone.
There is a limit to how small of an elimination region can be
constructed; however, solutions can be found to engineer the
elimination region small enough that the mean free path is
now large compared to the instrument geometry and the
conditions of ion mobility are no longer applicable as
terminal velocity is no longer the primary mode of ion
motion relative to the instrument geometry.

In contrast, if the length of the elimination region and the
total length are held constant, there is a tradeoff between
maximum overtone and the number of segments. Increasing
the number of segments will decrease the length of the
transmission region relative to the elimination region and,
thus, decrease the maximum overtone. This tradeoff yields
no significant change because the number of segments and
maximum overtone are changed with the product remaining
the same; instead the changes are subtle and these small
differences ultimately require simulations in order to
accurately and precisely compare potential instrument
designs.

All of the above considerations assume that the driving
force is to maximize resolving power. A requirement to
increase signal suggests the use of an overtone below the
maximum. From the equations we have derived above, we
can better estimate the relative signal achieved by adjusting
both the geometry and the overtone used. High overtones
will clearly only be visible when the elimination region is
small, the same condition desired for maximizing resolving
power. Overall, the equations presented above should inform
designers away from experimental designs that would have
no signal because they are operated at overtones beyond the
transmission limit.

Conclusions
Derivations of analytical expressions for the length of the
transmitting packet and the length of the stable region, the
duty cycle, and the maximum observable overtone for the
OMS technique have been presented. These equations
explain much of the loss of signal with increasing overtone

seen in previous OMS experiments. Based upon these
solutions, it appears that the shortest possible elimination
region for a given segment length is ideal for obtaining
maximum ion transmission and for maximizing resolving
power.
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